One generation plants the trees; another gets the shade.

-chinese proverb

ﬁgure1: grass

ﬁgure1+ﬁgure2: the grass to city diagram:
The integration of many neighborhood
commons into the fabric of Roanoke.
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ENABLING COMMUNIT Y.
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A NEIGHBORHOOD COMMONS.
[or: a PORCH FOR A NEIGHBORHOOD]
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ﬁgure2: neighborhoods
of Roanoke,VA

[A THESIS BY ANDREW GR AHAM ]
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k&-’myü-n&t-E
noun: a uniﬁed body of
individuals: as
a : the people with
common interests living
in a particular area;
broadly : the area itself
<the problems of a large
community>
b : an interacting
population of various
kinds of individuals (as
species) in a common
location
c : a group of people
with a common
characteristic or interest
living together within
a larger society <a
community of retired
persons>
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actual house 1

HOUSE : NEIGHBORHOOD

The single family house is a typical
living solution that is arranged along
streets in neighborhoods. These units
comprise the bulk of the neighborhood
and have sidewalks that connect them
to both the street and eachother.

The porch originates as a cooler
place for the family to gather during
hot summer days. The extension of
the porch past the front facade of the
house shades the interior while still
offering views from inside rooms.

Within the design of each unit lies a
description of the interaction bet ween
the family and the neighborhood. Interaction is enabled architecturally via
a transition space called a porch.
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sidewalk 2

HOUSE : HOUSE

When porches are analyzed within the
neighborhood context, their theatrical effects are compounded to energize the lower
street and sidewalk area. People on porches can easily watch people on the street,
and people on the street know they are sub jects being watched.

Because the porch has no walls, it becomes an excellent vantage point and
encourages the family to sit and watch
the surrounding environment.

This relationship defines porches as an
audience, and the street as a theater, but
the inverse is also true. Porches are excellent stages for people walking on the street
to view. Through this theatrical play, the
porch belongs to both the public realm and
the private realm, and it creates an excellent source of confrontation bet ween neighbors that encourages interaction.
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porchspace 3

CHAIR : PORCH

Within the volume of each porch, interaction
can be broken down one step fur ther. Full
activation of the porch as a room, and not
just as a transition space, occurs with more
specificity of function.
The chair is a single unit that takes the
porch from a transition space to a destination space. It brings fur ther specificity of
function to the porchspace by giving people
a place to sit.
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interaction 4

CHAIR : CHAIR
With the chair, the porchspace is a more
welcoming place to eat, drink, or smoke
because it of fers the capability of a place
to sit, and makes the porch a destination
space as well as a transition space.
When the unit chair is multiplied as a destination for people to sit, the porchspace
becomes a realm that fosters interaction
bet ween the inhabitants of the single family
house.
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The neighborhood commons is simply
defined as a small neighborhood park
with amenities for the neighborhood.
Two historic examples are the village
green, and the public house.

THE VILL AGE GREEN
The village green is typically any outdoor space that is not privately owned.
Because it is not owned by anyone spe cifically, it becomes a realm that is welcome to the public for use. A green
can be developed to include programmatic functions, or it can be an open
lawn, or even a forest. The degree to
which undeveloped land implies public
or private varies among dif ferent cultures. For example, in Scandinavian
cultures, a person is free to roam the
undeveloped countr yside because it
is understood that the land belongs to
ever ybody. Even if the land is owned,
there is an understanding that open
land can be accessed by the public. In
the US there are dif ferent implications.
A person is more likely to hike on the
Appalachian Trail thatn through private
proper ty because we have laws that
protect the proper ty owner ’s rights as
an individual.

THE ENGLISH PUB
The English public house, commonly
called a pub, is a historic example of
a neighborhood commons because it
was a common meeting place for individuals to get a drink of ale or beer.
Pubs are similar to both bars and coffee houses, but are stronger symbols
of community because there was of ten
only one in town, and it of tendoubled
as an inn of for travelers. It is important to note that the public house was
privately owned, but it was still a strong
symbol of community because it was
identified with the large numbers of individuals for whom it created a place
to meet. Starbucks is almost the same
as a public house, except that instead
of it being synonymous with a unique
locale, it redefines community to be a
much larger intity.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMONS

The key components for this building type are informal meeting
places with the ability for more organized events. The village
green allows the accidental meeting, the impromptu picnic, and
also larger planned events. The pub is primarily designed for the
specific purpose of informally sitting, but it can also house larger
events. Typical larger events for both places could be par ties,
meeting, or more theatrical events. Dif ferent events will have
dif ferent focal points, which will require dif ferent seating arrange ments.

DEFINING THE PROGR AM

COOKOUT

YARDSALE

rear handrail system

table wall

enabler

situation zone

situation

PICNIC

The program of the neighborhood commons is developed based on specific needs
of a neighborhood. The needs can be geared towards an individual, or a group, but
in ever y case they are situations that arise when people live in communities, and
they transcend what the single family house can satisf y.

front handrail system

MOVIE

stair handrail system

ENABLING SITUATIONS

DANCE

stage/coatrack

MEETING

chairwall

By designing the neighborhood commons for a set of specifically identified situations,
a multi-use facility is avoided. Instead, it should be defined as a specific -use facility
where the goal of the architecture is to enable each situation to happen. This sets a
systematic way to evaluate the architecture.
Situations can be fur ther broken down into t wo categories: specific, and ambiguous. Specific situations are directly designed for, while ambiguous situations are the re sult of less specificity that results in play. For example, a chair is specifically designed
for somebody to sit. But many non-specific situations such as standing or leaning result
from using the chair in dif ferent ways. These ambiguous situations are the result of
play, and they can be used to fur ther enhance the program.

PICNIC

The Picnic is an informal meal eaten
outside or on an excursion.
Picnic
destinations are enhanced by open areas, places to sit, vantage points, and
shade.

The neighborhood commons satisfies these needs through landscaping
and site development. Trees provide
most of the shading while the slightly
inclined grass berms provide excellent
places to sit because they are slightly
raised and provide a view. The front
guardrail system also provides places

front handrail system

BIKE /GUARDR AIL
ASSEMBLY

handrail
structure
metal screen
curb
footing

For bicycle storage, the guardrail
is set 8” apart to allow for the front
fork and wheel to go between the
screen structures. A small curb
holds the bicycle in place while 4”
diameter holes allow for bicycle
locks.

bike storage zone

front handrail contours

leaning zone

step for sitting

COOKOUT

The Neighborhood Cookout is a small
to large event involving a meal cooked
and ser ved outdoors. The food always
varies, but people need a central lo cation to be ser ved food and plenty of
places to sit and play games.

The rear yard is an excellent place for
a cookout because it is open and can
easily be accessed from the lower patio and from the neighborhood while
it is not directly exposed to the busier
street. The central location is also in
the vicinity of the roofdeck and the
lower patio.
The rear guardrail of fers seating, as
well as a small lip to set food, or a
drink.

rear handrail system

PATIO AND CLEARESTORY
HANDRAIL DESIGN

YARDSALE

The Yard Sale is a sale of used household be longings typically held outdoors in highy visual locations. Neighborhoods of ten have large
yard sales to increase publicity and profits. A
visually prominent location along a road that
gets more traf fic will bring more people. Tables will make it easier to sell small objects,
and shade will allow a more comfor table setting. At ver y busy yard sales there is of ten
foor for sale and places to relax away from
the action.

The commons provides tables that fold out, and
t wo glass walls t

table wall

CORE-WALL ASSEMBLY
The core -wall is tucked par tially into
the concrete retaining wall. It contains
t wo enclosed volumes: one for the
kitchenette, and the other for a toilet.
The space in- bet ween houses the me chanical systems, and storage.

storage
volume

kitchen
volume

In front of the kitchen, storage, and toilet spaces is a large “ f loating wall“ that
ser ves as a screen bet ween the sec ondar y functions and the main space. It
also contains 6 completely removable
tables that integrate into the wall system to be stored ver tically.

toilet
volume

For safety, each table
would have a safety
latch on the bottom
to prevent them from
accidentally
kicking
out. They could also
be designed with a
spring on the ver tical
runners to counteract
their tendency to ac celerate on the way
down.

The tables are ideally constructed
with a translucent top made of
Lucite that allows partial viewing
through the wall. Directly behind
the tables is a counter-top that becomes accessible from the main
space as tables are taken down
for use.

MOVIE

INTERIOR

The movie night is a gathering of
people for the purpose of watching
a movie. This activity can occur indoors or outdoors during the warmer
months. Movie watching is of ten enhanced by using a projector at night to
make a larger picture for more people
to watch.

The front steps are activated by the
projection of a movie onto a screen
right in front of the glazing. Steps can
be used as seating for the creation of
an outdoor theater.

stair handrail system

INTEGR ATED FURNITURE
The front steps are activated by the
projection of a movie onto a screen
right in front of the glazing. Steps can
be used as seating for the creation of
an outdoor theater.

The front handrail is designed to help
people occupy the front stairs. At the
top and bottom there is a table element
just inside the railing that can be used
as a place to set a drink.

DANCE

The neighborhood dance par ty is a public
dance par ty organized to celebrate a spe cial occasion, the residents’ love of a type
of music, or even a neighborhood fundraiser.
It could even be the final stage of a cookout that happened earlier in the day. Some
seating is necessar y, as well as a place for
a dj.

When closed, the interior f loating wall has
6 built-in seats in front, and a coat closet in
the back.

The built-in seats fold down one at a time
to create a stage. Frosted glass separates
the coat closet from the stage providing a
sur face on which to project

stage/coatrack

end wall assembly
frame
plywood

FLOATING WALL ASSEMBLY

lateral bracing
frosted glass
mullion
end wall
axle
stage units
stage cover

stage unit assembly
steps
ﬂoor
bent-ply seat
vertical

closet

seat
stage

The stage units pivot about
an axle with the assistance of
spring loaded bushings that
prevent them from falling. The
torque from the bushings is
great enough so that a single
person can unfold the stage.

MEETING

The Neighborhood Meeting is an assembly or gathering of people, as for a
business, social, or religious purpose.
There are many dif ferent types of meetings, but all require seating. The type
of meeting dictates the seating arrange ment and the necessity of any additional devices like a podium, stage, and any
additional audiovisual equipment.

stage facing

facade facing

core facing

circular

stored

chairwall

RE-ARR ANGING FACADE
The interior front facade of the commons is the main storage place for the
folding chairs. Each chair hangs from
a hook and is stabilized from below.
The lowest chairs are removed first,
and replaced last.
From the exterior, the constant re -arrangement of chairs is a signal that adver tises the use of the commons. When
the chairs are not being used, they act
as a screen for the interior. Each chair
displayed on the wall can be read as
representing an individual within the
community. When they are taken down
for use, the facade becomes transparent and reveals to the neighborhood the
specific activity taking place within.

�

�

The hangar is fabricated from 1/4” steel
to ﬁt the contours of
the folding chairs.

Each chair hangs
from a hook and is
stabilized from below.

glass

frame

2 hangars

6 folding chairs

�

Because the chairs
overlap, the lowest
chair is taken ﬁrst and
replaced last.

A NEIGHBORHOOD PORCH

SECTION SPREAD

The site type is classified as a residential
multifamily low- density neighborhood that
was built out bet ween
the 1920’s to 1950’s
when Roanoke still
had a lively economy
tied to the railroad industr y.
Specifically,
the site is t wo residential lots at the corner where a neighborhood street meets a
road with light traf fic.
The rear of the site
abuts an old ten foot
wide ser vice alley,
and the site is next to
another house.

Three historic examples of a corner site
where a neighborhood meets a busier
road are a single family house, a neighborhood park, and
a corner store. The
single family house
comprises the bulk
of the neighborhood,
and the neighborhood
park, and corner store
are edge conditions
that anchor the neighborhood and provide
a transition to the surrounding context.

SITE T YPE

EDGE PARK
CORNER STORE

The edge park is a public
realm that belongs to all the
adjacent neighborhoods. It
of ten has a program that
gives the neighborhoods a
place for large events as well
as small spontaneous ones.
The strength of the edge park,
for example, is in its ability to
have a high level of specificity for a theatrical show, while
remaining ambiguous enough
to be an excellent place for a
lunchtime picnic.
The corner store arises out of
a set of highly specific needs
of the neighborhoods. It is
a privately owned place, but
ser ves the neighborhoods
by fulfilling needs of its individuals. The corner store be comes a place where neighbors bump into eachother,
and it becomes a place that
can be associated with the
neighborhood.

My approach to this site is to
create an edge park for the
neighborhood. The edge park
is a transition into and out of
the neighborhood that has the
potential to help define the
identity of the neighborhood.
The building type is a combination of a village green and
a public house. The aspects
of the green that it retains are
an outdoor area that can be
considered a common area.
The public house is an interior room with a grass covered
roof deck that is underneath
the green. The public house
is accessed from the busier
street, and the green is primarily accessed from the
neighborhood.

The edges of the site
are radically dif ferent from one -another,
and have each af fected the placement of
the commons.

EDGE DEVELOPMENT

The house next door
is a constant reminder of the context of
the
neighborhood.
Siting it too close will
infringe on the privacy of the family living
there, and threaten
the public nature of
the building.
What happens along
the
neighborhood
street edge directly
af fects the character
of the neighborhood,
and is fully in the
realm of the neighborhood.
The alley of fers the
potential for vehicular
use in cer tain situations.
The busy street edge
is the high profile
edge that has the
most potential for giving the neighborhood
an identity to the outside context.

SITE PL AN

GROUNDSCAPE
By developing the commons as a room
par tially submerged in a green, several situations have been made possible
by working with the land.
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ROOFDECK

The roofdeck is inhabitable by people in
the park, and creates
a destination by of fering a vantage point on
the site.
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GR ASS BERMS

STAIR THEATER

BUFFER ZONES

The
resulting
displacement of ear th
creates grass berms
that
are
excellent
places to sit with a directed view.

The stepdown into the
room creates a natural theater towards
the space.

The grass berms and
roofdeck block some
of the views and noise
from the busy street
edge, as well as re tain noise from inside
the room.

COMMONS : COMMUNIT Y

The goal behind adver tising the interac tion on a neighborhood commons is for
people to build asso ciations with cer tain
locations. By asso ciating with cer tain
places, the identity of
a place begins to form.
The
neighborhood
begins to take pride
in their commons be cause it is associated
with their neighborhood. The commons
thus becomes an integral par t in shaping
the community of a
neighborhood.

COMMONS : COMMONS

When several neighborhoods each have a commons, slight variations in use will begin to occur
at each place. One commons may be used more
frequently for neighborhood picnics, while another is used for meetings at night.
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Each commons develops its own unique identity
that functions at a scale greater than one neighborhood. Interaction of neighborhoods begins to
take place across the scaleof a city.
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WORKING METHOD

METHODS AND PROCESSES

METHODS AND PROCESSES
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